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Abstract—Reverse engineers benefit from the presence of
identifiers such as function names in a binary, but usually
these are removed for release. Training a machine learning
model to predict function names automatically is promising but
fundamentally hard: unlike words in natural language, most
function names occur only once. In this paper, we address this
problem by introducing eXtreme Function Labeling (XFL), an
extreme multi-label learning approach to selecting appropriate
labels for binary functions. XFL splits function names into
tokens, treating each as an informative label akin to the problem
of tagging texts in natural language. We relate the semantics
of binary code to labels through DEXTER, a novel function
embedding that combines static analysis-based features with local
context from the call graph and global context from the entire
binary. We demonstrate that XFL/DEXTER outperforms the state
of the art in function labeling on a dataset of 10,047 binaries
from the Debian project, achieving a precision of 83.5%. We also
study combinations of XFL with alternative binary embeddings
from the literature and show that DEXTER consistently performs
best for this task. As a result, we demonstrate that binary
function labeling can be effectively phrased in terms of multi-
label learning, and that binary function embeddings benefit from
including explicit semantic features.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software reverse engineering is the process of understanding
the inner workings of a software system [1]. In a computer
security context, reverse engineering is typically performed on
a binary without access to source code. The goals of binary
reverse engineering include security audits or vulnerability
discovery [2], interoperability with systems where no source
code is available [3], or forensic analysis of malicious code [4].

Binary reverse engineering is a labor-intensive task, despite
existing tooling to automate disassembly and function discov-
ery. A particular challenge is the lack of readily available
information about code. When binaries are released, helpful
debugging information such as function and variable names
are typically removed, or stripped, from the binary. This is
done not only to reduce the size of the binary, but also to
actively discourage reverse engineering of closed-source code
and to protect intellectual property.

In an observational study, Votipka et al. [5] identify three
phases in reverse engineering: overview, sub-component scan-
ning, and focused experimentation. The first two of these make
heavy use of the available textual information in a binary, such
as the names of called API functions or the contents of string
constants. This suggests that additional textual information
hinting at functionality in the binary would assist the reverse

engineer at least during these initial phases that focus on map-
ping out the binary. Indeed, the study reports that most reverse
engineers focus on improving readability of the code by adding
their own annotations that essentially reconstruct debugging
information like variable and function names or data structure
types. Another recent study by Montavani et al. [6] empirically
confirms that especially experts frequently assign their own
names to functions during reverse engineering.

Disassemblers such as IDA Pro, Ghidra, Radare2, and
Binary Ninja have long identified this need and provide
some automation to recognize and name common functions in
frequently used software components. In addition to naming
arguments to common API functions, they also perform binary
pattern matching to name local functions from statically linked
libraries and compiler runtimes. While this helpful functional-
ity is widely-used to make reverse engineering more efficient,
it is inherently limited. Signatures are designed to exactly
match known functions, with only some flexibility to account
for minor changes in compilation settings.

Machine learning promises a new generation of more pow-
erful tools for function identification, and initial academic
work appears to confirm that it is possible to classify binary
code into function names [7, 8]. These systems learn models
of the contents and structure of functions and their most likely
name. However, much of the success of these systems can be
attributed to the identification of highly similar, repeated func-
tions across multiple binaries (e.g., static library functions).

This type of approach faces two fundamental problems that
limit its applicability: it can only generate function names that
have been seen in the training set; and each such function
name represents a separate output class, with the number of
possible function names being essentially unbounded. Even
worse, the classes are heavily imbalanced, with the majority of
classes having a single sample and a minority of classes being
over-represented (e.g., main). Normalizing function names to
remove differences in coding style such as CamelCase vs.
snake_case can alleviate the problem to some extent [8], but
still no such approaches can accurately predict function names
that remain unseen after normalization.

The drastic class imbalance is visible in Figure 1, which
plots the frequencies of function names observed in a dataset
of functions derived from 10,047 binaries in Debian pack-
ages. Six function names occur in at least 95% of binaries
(standardized names like main, libc_csu_init, etc.). Over
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Figure 1: Semi-log plots showing the number of samples in
each class when learning function names and labels, respec-
tively. With whole function names, the vast majority of classes
have only a single sample.

98% of function names occur fewer than 10 times, and 73%
of function names occur only once. This long tail of single-
sample classes indicates that any model for whole function
names is doomed to mispredict the vast majority of functions.

Our solution to this problem is to split function names into
meaningful tokens. For instance, the xscreensaver function
make_smooth_colormap would correspond to the set of labels
{make, smooth, color, map}. Figure 1 shows that the imbal-
ance in the label distribution is less pronounced. The total
number of labels can be controlled such that each function
has at least one descriptive label but there are also sufficiently
many samples available per label. We therefore arrive at the
problem of assigning a set of labels to each function.

A similar problem is that of tagging text with a set of rel-
evant labels, which motivates multi-label learning [9, 10, 11]
and extreme multi-label learning (XML) [12, 13], where the
number of labels is very large. Based on this insight, we
show how to leverage state-of-the-art algorithms from XML
for labeling functions in stripped binaries with XFL (eXtreme
Function Labeling). XFL scales to millions of data points and
labels. XFL is parameterized by a given function embedding,
which maps each binary function to a vector representation.
XFL is compatible with state-of-the-art general-purpose binary
code embeddings such as PalmTree [14], SAFE [15] and
Asm2Vec [16]. In addition, we designed and implemented
the novel function embedding DEXTER, which particularly
emphasizes semantic properties of the binary code. To this
end, DEXTER is trained from a vector of per-function features
combined with vectors capturing the context of the local call
graph and of the whole binary. While this partly manual
feature engineering runs counter to current trends in machine
learning, we demonstrate that it is highly effective for the XFL
task, providing further evidence that semantic preprocessing of
code can improve over syntactic language models [17].

In summary, we make the following main contributions:
• With XFL, we introduce extreme multi-label learning as a

solution to the problem of labeling binary functions (§V).
XFL solves the problems of sparsity and class imbalance
in binary function labeling and provides information-

theoretic metrics for meaningful evaluation. In an exten-
sive evaluation on a dataset with 741,724 functions from
10,047 binaries, we demonstrate that our implementation
significantly outperforms the state of the art.

• We introduce DEXTER (§IV), a new vector representation
of binary functions using static analysis-based feature en-
gineering and deep learning. We demonstrate that DEX-
TER outperforms state-of-the-art function embeddings on
the task of function labeling. This suggests that increasing
the level of abstraction from assembly tokens to static
analysis results improves the embedding quality.

• We present an end-to-end function name generation
pipeline for stripped binaries based on DEXTER, XFL,
and a language model for synthesizing plausible function
names from assigned label sets (§VI).

II. EXTREME MULTI-LABEL LEARNING

We now introduce multi-label classification (§II-A), review
classic (II-B) and information gain-based (§II-C) metrics, and
introduce PfastreXML (§II-D), the state-of-the-art approach to
extreme multi-label learning used in XFL.

A. Multi-Label Classification

Multi-label classification is the problem of predicting a
variably-sized set of labels per data point [9, 10, 11]. This is
different from multi-class classification, where each data point
belongs to exactly one class. Because some labels can be more
relevant to a data point than others, one also usually wishes
to rank the labels by relevance. In a small label space one can
get away with a 1-vs-all approach and train an independent
classifier for each label [18].

With larger label spaces, both training and prediction be-
come too computationally expensive, however. Extreme multi-
label learning (XML) deals with very large label spaces: the
canonical XML problem is that of predicting a set of suitable
categories for a new Wikipedia page from the millions of
categories of Wikipedia [12]. To make the problem tractable,
both embedding-based and tree-based methods have been
proposed in the literature.

Embedding-based approaches aim to compress the label
space by exploiting the fact that most data points will have
only few labels, and that labels are highly correlated [13,
19, 20, 21]. While recent deep learning-based approaches
appear promising [22, 23, 24], embedding-based methods have
traditionally been less precise than tree-based ones, on which
we focus in this work.

Tree-based approaches combine classifiers in a hierarchy to
reduce the number of classes in each individual problem. This
can be done by partitioning either the label space [25, 26] or
the feature space. When partitioning the feature space [12, 27,
28], the feature space is split into regions such that in each
such region only a small set of labels is active, i.e., has at least
one training sample. Then a precise multi-label classifier can
be trained for this reduced problem.

Finding the partitioning is part of the training process;
and as usual, the training process requires a loss function
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that should be minimized over the training samples. For the
training process to be practical, the loss function should also
be efficiently computable. In most XML settings, a given
sample will have vastly more negative (irrelevant) labels than
positive (relevant) ones. Therefore, the loss function should
give more weight to correct positive labels than to correct
negative labels. This rules out loss functions for smaller multi-
label problems like Hamming distance [29], which gives equal
weight to positive and negative labels. The key idea behind
FastXML [12], a precursor of the algorithm we use in this
paper, is to directly optimize a loss function based on the
rank of labels, as in a learning to rank problem, where
labels are ranked by their relevance to the datapoint. FastXML
uses the normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG), a
metric introduced in information retrieval for calculating the
usefulness of search results [30] (see §II-C).

B. Multi-label Metrics
Traditional metrics used in multi-label classification prob-

lems are precision, recall, and F-measure, in either their
macro- or micro-average forms. Macro-averaging computes a
metric independently for each label and then averages across
labels. This treats all labels equally, leading to skewed results
when classes are highly imbalanced. In that situation, micro-
averaging is preferred: micro-averaging adds up true and false
positives and negatives of all labels to compute an aggregate
metric. Because of the class-imbalance in function labels,
we use micro-average scores throughout, in particular micro-
average precision Pµ, micro-average recall Rµ, and micro-
average F1µ as defined below:

Pµ =

∑
ℓ∈L TP ℓ∑

ℓ∈L TP ℓ + FP ℓ
Rµ =

∑
ℓ∈L TP ℓ∑

ℓ∈L TP ℓ + FN ℓ

F1µ =
2 · Pµ ·Rµ

Pµ +Rµ

Here, L is the set of labels in the corresponding label space.
TPℓ, FPℓ, FNℓ, correspond to the number of true positives,
false positives, and false negatives for each label defined in
the standard way.

Because they are widely-used and easy to interpret, we use
micro-average precision, recall, and F1 to evaluate XFL on the
task of predicting the relevant subset of correct labels assigned
to each function name (§VII-D). However, these metrics do
not take the ranking information into account, which is why
they are less suited for training an XML classifier. Therefore,
FastXML and PfastreXML use the cumulative gain-based
metrics below; we also use these metrics to give more insight
into the effectiveness of DEXTER and XFL in our evaluation.

C. Cumulative Gain-based Metrics
Cumulative gain-based metrics are widely used in infor-

mation retrieval [12, 13, 21, 27, 28, 31, 32]. Intuitively,
they sum up the gain in useful information from looking at
the first k results of a search query [30]. This makes them
ideal for evaluating the quality of a ranked list of results, or
equivalently, the relevance of the ranked labels for a datapoint.

Definition 1 (Cumulative Gain): The cumulative gain CG@k

measures the information gain in the top k labels of a ranked
list of labels and is defined as

CG@k =

k∑
i=1

rel i

where rel i is the relevance of the label at position i.
In this work, we use a binary relevance of either 1 or 0,

depending on whether the label is contained in the set of true
labels for each data point or not. Note that the cumulative gain
ignores the ordering of labels within the top k elements, so
for our purposes it simply counts the number of correct labels.

The discounted cumulative gain introduces a logarithmic
discounting factor to the relevance of each label such that
labels appearing earlier are given more weight:

Definition 2 (Discounted Cumulative Gain):

DCG@k =

k∑
i=1

reli
log2(i+ 1)

Neither cumulative gain nor discounted cumulative gain
account for the difference in the true relevance of labels for
each data point or query: some may have many relevant labels,
others only few. To be comparable across data points, the
normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) multiplies the
DCG with a normalization factor Zk that is the inverse of
the maximum DCG achievable by returning the k truly most
relevant labels. In our case of binary relevance, we thus have

Zk =

min(k,n)∑
i=1

1

log2(i+ 1)

−1

for a data point with n true labels, as all other labels will have
a relevance of 0. We can now define:

Definition 3 (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain):

nDCG@k = Zk ·
k∑

i=1

reli
log2(i+ 1)

The nDCG produces a metric for evaluating multi-label clas-
sification in the range [0, 1] whereby a perfect ranking would
achieve a score of 1.0. To evaluate over multiple points in a
dataset, we compute the mean of all nDCG scores.

In our evaluation, we consistently use k = 5 as most
functions will tokenize to five or fewer labels in the label-space
sizes we considered (see also the dataset analysis in Table II).

D. Propensity-based Scoring in PfastreXML

A common issue in the very large datasets used for training
XML models is that data points in the observed ground truth
often do not carry all truly relevant labels (the complete ground
truth). In datasets like Wikipedia, authors and editors may
not simply not be aware of all the categories that would in
principle apply to their article. It is much less common to have
labels assigned to data points that are plain wrong, however.
The noise in the ground truth therefore mostly goes into the
direction of data points missing labels.
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A key insight behind PfastreXML [33] is that successful
predictions of labels which are rarely assigned although they
are relevant, should be specifically rewarded during training.
To that end, PfastreXML improves FastXML by using label
propensities [34] as part of the loss function. Intuitively, for a
specific data point the propensity of a label is the probability
that it has actually been assigned in the ground truth if it is
truly relevant to the data point. The propensity-scored loss
function then estimates the true loss that would be observed
on the complete ground truth without any missing labels.

Based on empirical evidence on large datasets that permit
reliable estimates of the true ground truth, Jain et al. [33]
propose that the propensity pℓ of label ℓ can be modeled by a
sigmoidal function of logNℓ, where Nℓ is the number of data
points annotated with label ℓ in the observed ground truth
dataset of size N :

pℓ =
1

1 + Ce−A log(Nℓ+B)

Here, A and B are hyper-parameters, and C is derived from
them as C = (logN − 1)(B + 1)

A. The hyper-parameters
should be tuned for each dataset such that plotting the propen-
sities of all labels against their respective logNℓ fits a sigmoid.

PfastreXML uses propensities by defining a propensity-
scored variant PSDCG of the DCG for computing its loss
function, in particular it multiplies the discount with the
corresponding label propensity such that

PSDCG@k =

k∑
i=1

reli
pℓi log2(i+ 1)

where ℓi is the label predicted at rank i.
Finally, PfastreXML also adjusts the final classification

step in the leaf nodes of the tree learned by FastXML
by reranking results using classifiers for rare labels, which
introduce additional hyperparameters α (for re-ranking) and
γ (for predicting rare labels). Through propensity-scoring and
reranking, PfastreXML improves the multi-label classification
accuracy of FastXML especially when dealing with infrequent
labels in large datasets.

III. OVERVIEW

We now give a brief overview of our proposed end-to-end
architecture for function labeling, including the processes for
training (§III-A) and prediction (§III-B). The architecture is
shown in Figure 2. When given a stripped binary, our system is
trained to predict a ranked set of labels for each function, cor-
responding to tokens found in the names of similar functions.
These labels can inform a reverse engineer directly in their
ranked form, or they can be used to automatically synthesize
a likely function name containing them.

A. Training

There are several components that require training. Training
data consists of unstripped binary executables, such that we
know the developer-assigned names of functions. In a practical
deployment, one would collect as many binaries as possible;

for evaluating performance in our paper, we split the available
data into training, validation, and test sets.

1) Generating a Label Space: We need to define a label
space from which we will draw the labels to predict. To
that end, we tokenize all function names in the training set
according to a set of syntactic rules. The rules take into
account (combinations of) multiple naming conventions and
substitute common abbreviations. The union of all tokens
becomes the label space. We bound the size of the label space
to between 512 and 4096 labels in our experiments, which
excludes extremely rare and unique tokens such as typos,
highly program-specific or non-English words.

2) Training the Function Embeddings: Binary function em-
beddings are a fundamental building block for our approach.
They map the code of a function within a binary to a vector
representation. The training process for function embeddings
attempts to optimize the representation such that similar func-
tions have low distance in the vector space, whereas dissimilar
functions are further apart, for some notion of similarity. We
can either use (partially) pre-trained embeddings from the
literature, or our own embedding, DEXTER.

3) Training XFL: We train the extreme multi-label classifier
to predict sets of labels for each embedding vector, based
on the tokenized name of its corresponding binary function.
PfastreXML maximizes the nDCG for the training data, i.e.,
it aims to ensure that the labels in a function’s name will be
ranked highest for that data point among all the labels in the
label space. The observed probabilities of labels for training
samples also imply a threshold value for the probabilities of
true labels in a ranking of all labels. To improve performance,
one can perform hyper-parameter tuning as part of this step,
in particular for parameters A, B, α, and γ.

4) Training the Language Model: To generate actual func-
tion names, we train a classical trigram language model from
the tokenization of function names in the training set. From a
set of labels, the language model is then able to predict their
most likely order in a real function name.

B. Prediction

Our resulting system will predict labels for stripped binaries,
as a reverse engineer would encounter them. We convert
each target binary function into a vector using the trained
embeddings model. We feed that vector into the XFL model,
which will produce a ranking for all labels in the label
space. All labels with probabilities above the threshold value
observed during training are returned as the predicted set.
From the predicted set of labels, the language model can then
synthesize the most likely function name containing all these
labels according to a coding convention like snake_case.

IV. FUNCTION EMBEDDING

We now present our approach to function embeddings
in detail. First, we briefly describe existing embeddings for
binary functions (§IV-A), before introducing the features of
our new DEXTER embedding (§IV-B), its representation of
context (§IV-C), and the training process (§IV-D).
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Figure 2: Overview of the XFL training and inference process. Function names in the training dataset are preprocessed to
create the label space 1 . The function bodies are used to train the embeddings 2 . Function embeddings and the label space
serve as input for training an XFL model 3 . To infer labels for functions in a binary, an embedding vti is calculated for each
unknown function ti 4 and fed into the XFL model 5 , which then produces a ranked list of labels per function 6 .

A. Existing Binary Function Embeddings

Function embeddings represent binary code with a real-
valued vector, capturing similarities and arranging the vector
space such that (syntactically or semantically) similar func-
tions have a smaller distance between them relative to other
dissimilar functions. We discuss three existing embeddings for
binary code, Asm2Vec [16], SAFE [15], and PalmTree [14],
all of which can be used with XFL. All three are inspired
by natural language processing, treating instructions sequences
and possibly additional information as sentences.

Asm2Vec [16] adopts a Word2Vec-like approach [35] for
assembly language. For every assembly function, the model
generates execution traces and applies a Paragraph Vector
Distributed Memory (PV-DM) model on it, generating a dis-
tributed representation for opcodes and operands of assembly
instructions. Along the way, a vector representation for assem-
bly functions is learned, similar to paragraph vectors [36].

SAFE [15] uses a self-attentive neural network architecture
and models sequences of assembly code. SAFE first models
each instruction using an adapted skip-gram method. The
sequence of instruction embeddings is then used to compute
local summaries using a self-attentive neural network, and the
summaries are combined in a weighted sum.

PalmTree [14] is a BERT-based [37] model generating
instruction embeddings from assembly code. It is trained
via self-supervised learning using multiple training objectives
on assembly code, such as Masked Language Model, Next
Sentence Prediction, and Def-Use Prediction. To obtain func-
tion embeddings from PalmTree, the authors use the Gemini
Siamese architecture [38].

Both Asm2Vec and SAFE are syntactic in nature, although

they use static analysis for constructing the CFG and retrieving
feasible traces of assembly instructions. PalmTree adds def-use
information, which makes results of static analysis available
for training the embedding.

B. DEXTER Feature Engineering

Our hypothesis behind the DEXTER embeddings is that
making code semantics explicit will help the training process
derive meaningful embeddings with less training data. Where
existing embeddings largely follow a modern natural language
processing pipeline that does only minimal preprocessing [14,
15, 16], we consciously go against current trends in deep
learning and follow an approach that gives more weight to
classical feature engineering.

Our features build upon those derived by the analysis frame-
work of Patrick-Evans et al. [8], which lifts each function to
an intermediate representation (VEX) and performs a symbolic
analysis of each function in isolation. We analyze live memory
addresses and register values used in each function to deter-
mine the number of input arguments. Finally, we taint each
input argument recovered and calculate flows to the individual
arguments of callee functions. The full list of features is
shown in Table I. We use high-level intra-procedural and inter-
procedural features in order to mitigate large differences in
machine code from different compilation environments. Our
intuition for using these features comes from Kim et al.’s
overview of binary similarity [39] which analyzes the most
prevalent features for matching similar binary functions.

We add two graph based vector representations of each
function. The first uses the Local Degree Profile (LDP) [40]
graph embedding technique to map each function’s intra-
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Table I: Binary code features used by DEXTER embeddings.

Quantitative Features: q

Size of the symbol in bytes
Number of IR instructions
Sum of one-hot-encoded vectors of branch types
Number of temporary variables in the IR
Sum of one-hot-encoded vectors of IR elements
Number of callers
Number of callees
Number of transitively reachable functions
Vector representation of the function CFG
Vector representation of the function node in the binary callgraph
Number of bytes referenced on the stack
Number of bytes referenced on the heap
Number of bytes referenced in Thread Local Storage
Number of function arguments
Number of bytes used for local variables on the stack
One-hot encoded vector of tainted register types
Number of tainted bytes of the heap
Number of tainted bytes of the stack
Number of tainted bytes in arguments to other functions
Number of conditional jumps that depend on a tainted variable
Number of tainted flows to other functions

Categorical Features: c

Common SHA-256 hashes of assembly opcodes
Common MinHash hashes of assembly opcodes
Common constants referenced
Names of dynamically linked callees
Known function names reachable from this function
References to known data objects in dynamically linked libraries
Names of dynamic functions and argument registers tainted

procedural CFG into a vector representation. The second uses
uses the BoostNE [41] node embedding algorithm to embed
the function’s location in the callgraph.

Our features also include two hashes of assembly opcode
sequences to aid the identification of common functions: a
SHA-256 hash matches exact opcode sequences, and the
locality-sensitive hashing algorithm MinHash [42] matches
very similar opcode sequences.

The feature vector for a binary function b is built from
concatenating two vectors of quantitative and categorical data:

fb = [qb, cb]

Here, q represents dense, quantitative information describing
features of functions in executables and c represents sparse,
categorical data of features that have no numerical basis,
in a one-hot-encoded form. Each quantitative feature vector
contains 512 elements, and each categorical feature vector
contains 3 million elements.

C. Function and Binary Context

In addition to features of the function itself, we include
information from its local and global context in DEXTER.
To represent the calling context, we build a function context
vector fC as the mean of the feature vectors of its callers and
callees. This captures information from surrounding functions
where the body of the target function does not contain enough
unique information to correctly predict its name. For example,
overloaded functions, which can be called with a different
number of parameters, will typically have small stub functions
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Figure 3: Overview of the autoencoder design used to generate
DEXTER embeddings.

that initialize parameters and then jump to the larger function
implementing the actual functionality. We define the function
context of a function b as

gb =
1

|Cb|
∑
k∈Cb

fk

where Cb is the set of callers and callees of function b.
We also wish to include context from the entire binary,

as especially the naming of functions can be affected by the
context in which it is found (e.g., some libraries use common
prefixes to all their functions). To this end, we average the
feature vector of every function in the whole binary and define
the binary context as

hb =
1

|Bb|
∑
k∈Bb

fk

where Bb is the set of all functions in the binary that b is in.
Finally, we build a modified feature vector f̂b for each

function b in our dataset by concatenating the function feature
vector with its context:

f̂b = [fb,gb,hb]

This modified feature vector of each function is then used as
input to train an autoencoder.

D. Autoencoder Training

A deep autoencoder is then trained on our modified feature
vectors for each function to create a dense, distributed em-
bedding of functions. The autoencoder architecture is depicted
in Figure 3. The model first creates dense representations for
the function and its contexts before combining them into a
single embedding. Our methodology captures structural infor-
mation not present when using features from each function
in isolation. To enforce generalization we first connect the
input layer into three dense sub-layers, each with 768 nodes,
before performing batch normalization and creating a dropout
layer. These layers, along with L1 and L2 regularization
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on each dense sub-layer, aim to prevent our model from
over-fitting and force our model to learn an embedding that
generalizes well. Finally, we connect the output from all three
dropout layers into a 512 node dense layer that we use as our
embedded representation. The model architecture is reversed
for predicting the output feature vector, with the exception that,
during training we apply Gaussian noise immediately after the
embedding layer using standard deviation of 0.1.

Our model is created using Tensorflow [43] and aims to
minimize the loss between an input feature vector and a
corresponding output feature vector. When feeding our model
pairs of input and output vectors, the output feature vector is
randomly sampled from the set of all functions with the same
name as the corresponding input feature vector. To effectively
train useful embeddings, we optimize our model using max
margin contrastive loss with Adagrad. Using standard loss
metrics such as the Binary Cross Entropy or Hamming loss is
ineffective at training models with very sparse data. In using
the contrastive loss, we aim to produce an embedding in which
functions with similar features appear close together in the
embedded space.

V. XML FOR FUNCTION BINARIES

XFL uses PfastreXML and a binary function embedding
to efficiently perform multi-label classification for tokenized
labels of function names. We first detail how XFL splits
function names into tokens (§V-A) and generates a label
space (§V-B), before describing how XFL uses PfastreXML
to rank associated labels (§V-C) for functions.

A. Tokenizing Function Names
For XFL to predict labels in function names we first need

a well defined label space consisting of string tokens found
in the names of functions. Labels should be informative, take
into account programming styles and be mutually exclusive
where possible; for example, the tokens str, string, String,
and __xStr__ should all have the common denominator token
string. XFL generates a canonical token set for each function
name, a set of string tokens that canonically describe it. We
generate a well-defined label space of a fixed size by analyzing
the union of the resulting canonical token sets from the corpus
of function names in the training set.

To generate the canonical token set Lc from a function
name, XFL uses the following procedure:

1) Strip Library Decorations: Regular expressions re-
move common symbol annotations added by compilers,
e.g., '.*\.constp$', '.ˆ\.avx\d+'. Regular expressions for
Radare2, IDA Pro, and Ghidra annotations are also applied
depending on the analysis platform.

2) Split Alphanumerical: The function name is split into
character sequences along non-alphanumeric characters. Nu-
meric and alpha characters are further split into separate
groups. For example, libxyz init 7→ {libxyz, init}.

3) Split Camel Case: We recognize common naming con-
ventions in C binaries and split a continuous character se-
quence into sets if we detect the use of camel case. For
example, IsWindowOpen 7→ {is, window, open}.

4) Abbreviation Expansion: We expand a predefined list
of common programming abbreviations such as fd for file
descriptor and init for initialization. For example, mkdirs 7→
{make, directories}.

5) Best Split of the Rod: We use a dynamic programming
algorithm to split character sequences into the largest possible
non-overlapping sequences. We check all permutations of sub-
sequences to find the largest collection of English words. Our
algorithm scores longer words higher over two or more same-
length sub-sequences, e.g., {background} > {back, ground}.
However, a longer length of total characters scores higher, e.g.,
foreach 7→ {for, each} and not {reach}.

To confirm that our method produces tokens representative
of the developer intent, we conducted a manual validation
experiment. Two of the authors manually processed a list of
function names in the dataset and the corresponding split from
our tokenizer. The task was to evaluate for each split whether
it is (1) perfectly correct, (2) reasonable, or (3) wrong. To
estimate the accuracy of our tokenizer, we used a subset of
385 randomly selected samples so as to obtain a confidence
interval of 95% with an error margin of 5%. The experi-
ment resulted in 80% perfect and 95% at least reasonable
splits, averaged between both authors, which confirmed the
tokenization to work well in practice. As a reasonable split,
we counted meaning-preserving but slightly off splits such as
ndelay on 7→ {delay, on}; wrong splits change the meaning,
as in fstarpu matrix 7→ {fs, tarp, matrix}.

B. Label Space

After generating all canonical token sets for the training set
we take the union of all string tokens found and count the
occurrences of each label. The union over all canonical token
sets defines our complete label space L. However, we define
label spaces of varying size to ensure a minimum number of
data points per label and explore the impact of an increasing
number of labels. To this end, XFL generates a new label
space Ln of size n, by taking the top n most frequently used
labels used from the complete label space such that Ln ⊆ L.

To obtain the ground truth of labels expressed for each
function name, we project each name’s canonical set Lc onto
those labels that exist in the generated label space Ln as the
intersection Lc

⋂
Ln.

C. PfastreXML for Function Labels

The assignment of function labels, i.e., function name
tokens, to functions has many parallels to XML problems such
as assigning categories to Wikipedia articles: compared to the
total size of the label space, each single function name has only
very few positive labels. The frequency distribution of labels
is extremely skewed (see Figure 1), as labels like get or set
are extremely common (over 36,000 and 20,000 occurrences,
respectively), while there is a long tail of infrequent labels
(L4096 has 2,364 labels with fewer than 100 samples). The
re-ranking mechanism of PfastreXML specifically ensures
that such infrequent labels do not get lost in the tree-based
hierarchy of FastXML.
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In addition, there may be more labels that would have been
suitable for a given function than just the ones that part of
its name in the ground truth. There are often alternative but
equivalent ways to name a function because of synonyms
among tokens such as delete and erase. As a result, we see
“noisy” data where relevant labels are missing from the ground
truth. The propensity-scored loss function in PfastreXML can
model the probability of labels to be missing, with appropriate
hyper-parameter training.

To remove popularity bias and assign rare labels we weight
each label inversely to its popularity. XFL optimizes hyper-
parameters A and B for the propensity calculation (§II-D) such
that the log distribution of propensities matches the sigmoid
function. Following the recommendation of the PfastreXML
authors, we perform a grid search on hyper-parameters α
and γ close to known good parameter values that optimizes
the nDCG calculated on our models validation dataset when
trained on a training dataset as discussed in §VII-C.

The PfastreXML model predicts the probability distribution
of labels for each embedding of a binary function, which
induces a ranking over the labels. To produce a concrete set of
predicted labels for multi-label classification and synthesizing
a function name, we define a threshold pt such that XFL
outputs those labels with probability greater than pt.

VI. FUNCTION NAME GENERATION

The subset of labels chosen by thresholding is ordered by
relevance. We can either present this ranked list of labels di-
rectly to the reverse engineer, or we can synthesize a plausible
function name containing the labels. Although generating an
actual function name loses the ranking information, it may be
more easily understood by reverse engineers and can be di-
rectly integrated into the reverse engineering process. We now
introduce our approach to generating function names (§VI-A)
and discuss its accuracy (§VI-B).

A. Language Model

We use a language model for synthesizing plausible function
name strings. Our hypothesis is that developers order words
in function names following certain rules, defining a form
of language where function names are sentences made up of
labels. We face the following problem: given a set of labels,
which ordering of the labels would be the most likely in a
real function name? To solve this, we train a language model
that can compute a probability score for a given sequence of
labels and then pick the order with the highest probability.

The corpus for training our model consists of all function
names split into their constituent labels. We train a language
model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [44, 45] that
interpolates trigram frequencies over function names with
bigrams and unigrams to account for unseen trigrams at test
time. We use an efficient implementation by Heafield [46],
which trains a model from 330k function names in under two
seconds on a laptop.

Finding the ordering of labels with maximum probability is
essentially the NP-hard maximum Hamiltonian path problem.

We use a version of branch and bound to rule out unlikely
combinations of labels early and compute scores of orderings
using the language model. As a seed solution, we use a simple
greedy strategy that picks the most likely trigrams from left to
right. Branch and bound is guaranteed to eventually find the
optimal ordering, but we use a timeout of 1 million steps to
terminate long-running queries with many labels, after which
we accept the currently highest-scoring ordering.

B. Accuracy

Using a training/testing split of 9:1 over 330k unique
function names, the language model predicts the correct order
of labels for 70.0% of the function names (averaged over
10 runs). On average, each function name is processed in
under 2ms. This shows that indeed a classical language model
is able to predict useful label orders in most cases, includ-
ing seemingly hard names such as tp svc channel type-
streamed media emit stream state changed (from

telepathy-glib).
The cases where it fails to produce the right order roughly

correspond to three groups: First, often the model pro-
duces an order that is simply an alternative to the origi-
nal one with the same meaning. For instance, it predicts
init_tree where tree_init would have been correct, or
alloc_obj for obj_alloc. Second, there are cases with multi-
ple equally plausible orderings with different semantics, e.g.,
is_type_array vs. is_array_type or index_to_dir_list
vs. dir_list_to_index. Third, some labels are just too
rare for the language model to meaningfully general-
ize. For instance, evict_user_connection is ordered as
evict_connection_user because the label evict occurred
only once in that testing split, as part of evict_connection.

VII. EVALUATION

We now present our evaluation of XFL and DEXTER. We
begin by explaining the makeup of our dataset (§VII-A)
and the computational resources used (§VII-B). The main
evaluation is split into two parts: §VII-C focuses on comparing
different function embeddings on a given task, and §VII-D
focuses on comparing different tools for end-to-end function
name prediction. This corresponds to two research questions
that we answer in the evaluation:

RQ1: Which binary function embedding is most
suited for the task of ranking function labels?

To answer this question, we compare DEXTER against the
Asm2Vec [16], SAFE [15], and Palmtree [14] embeddings on
the task of function labeling using XFL and demonstrate that
DEXTER outperforms the state of the art on this task (§VII-C).

RQ2: Does XFL generate more suitable function
labels than state-of-the-art approaches?

To answer this question, we compare XFL (using DEXTER
embeddings) against the state of the art in function name
prediction (§VII-D). We compare tools both in a ranking task
with information-theoretic metrics (§VII-D1) and using tra-
ditional metrics for multi-class classification (§VII-D2). This
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Table II: Comparison of the embeddings and the datasets
generated for training XFL. Differences are due to limitations
in pre-processing. Average labels per point and points per label
were calculated for a label space of size 4096.

Property DEXTER Asm2Vec PalmTree SAFE

Model Params. 377.0 M - 3.2 M 57.2 M
Size 512 50 128 100
Model Type Autoenc. PV-DM BERT Self-Att.

Train Samples 400,357 396,796 386,205 342,610
Test Samples 22,422 22,224 21,405 19,035
Avg. Labels per Point 2.93 2.93 2.85 2.75
Avg. Points per Label 320.45 317.44 298.83 255.24

demonstrates that XFL picks out the most relevant labels for
functions and is therefore able to generate the most accurate
names. We also specifically investigate the problem of dealing
with names a model has never seen before (§VII-D3).

DEXTER, XFL, and the language model are implemented in
Python and TensorFlow in about 30 KLOC. Our models and
data are available on GitHub1.

A. Dataset
Training and testing require a set of ELF binaries with

ground truth symbol information that is sufficiently large for
generalizing semantics of binary functions for each label.
We use the Punstrip dataset [8], which contains 741,724
functions from 10,047 C binaries taken from pre-compiled
Debian packages. These binaries have been compiled with a
mixture of compilers and compiler versions from individual
package maintainers.

We use the global symbol bindings in the ELF symbol
table as ground truth for obtaining function boundaries and
the corresponding names. We exclude pseudo functions of
size zero, overlapping functions, and locally bound symbols,
which do not clearly correspond to a well-defined function.
Note that in training, the symbol table is available for reading
function boundaries. When predicting labels in an unknown
binary, symbols have been stripped and function boundaries
would have to be obtained using function boundary prediction,
for which a number of mature tools exist [47, 48, 49]. XFL
supports reading function boundaries from the disassemblers
Ghidra and Radare2, and the academic tool Nucleus [49].
However, to factor out the performance of function bound-
ary prediction from our evaluation, we equip all tools with
function boundaries from the symbol table also for test data.

The hyper-parameters A and B of PfastreXML for com-
puting label propensities (see §II-D) are dataset specific. We
compute them for the dataset such that the log distribution of
propensities matches the sigmoid function and obtain A = 0.5
and B = 0.425 for the Debian dataset.

B. Computational Cost
All of our experiments were carried out on a machine with

an AMD EPYC 2 64-Core CPU, a single 16 GB NVIDIA
Tesla T4 GPU, and 1 TB of RAM.

1https://github.com/unibw-patch/xfl

All embedding approaches rely on pre-processing a given
binary using disassemblers like Radare2 or IDA Pro, which
is required for practically any form of reverse engineering.
Training the embeddings is then the step that is most taxing on
GPUs. Once a pretrained embedding is available, producing an
embedding from an already preprocessed binary is very fast.

For the evaluation of DEXTER and XFL, we cache our
binary analysis results and experimentation configurations
using PostgreSQL and Redis databases. We parallelized the
binary analysis and were able to finish the preprocessing and
feature extraction for the full Debian dataset in 120 hours.

Training the DEXTER embeddings used about 850 GB of
main memory and took 72 hours. Once complete, generating
embeddings for a pre-extracted feature vector takes an average
of 10ms per function. Training the Asm2Vec embeddings took
about 30 hours. For SAFE and PalmTree, we used pretrained
embeddings so we cannot directly compare cost.

Complete training and testing for an XFL model took 13–15
minutes and 73–85 GB of memory depending on the size of
the embedding used, with DEXTER taking most and Asm2Vec
least time and memory. Table II compares the embeddings by
their embedding sizes, their model parameters, and their type.

C. Comparing DEXTER against SotA Binary Embeddings

We evaluate DEXTER against the state-of-the-art embed-
dings Asm2Vec [16], SAFE [15], and PalmTree [14]. As we
are interested in using the embeddings for an XML task, we
compare the performance of each embedding evaluated using
cumulative gain-based metrics. SAFE and PalmTree both rely
on contrastive learning approaches that require the same source
code to be compiled under different compilation settings. As
the binaries in our dataset were pre-compiled, we could not use
it to create new models and therefore use pretrained models
for SAFE2 and PalmTree3 to generate embeddings for the
binaries in our dataset. For Asm2vec, we used the published
code4 and applied it to the binaries in our dataset to train
a custom model. To use PalmTree embeddings, we trained
a Gemini model to convert the instruction-level embeddings
provided into function-level embeddings. With advice from
the PalmTree authors, we replicated the setting as described
in section 4.4.1 from the original paper [14] and obtained a
model which achieved similar performance5. We then used
DEXTER, Asm2Vec, SAFE, and PalmTree representations of
each function to train corresponding XFL models.

Using our dataset we generate embeddings for all functions
and randomly split them into a training, validation, and test set
using a 90:5:5 ratio. After training a PfastreXML model for
each approach on the training set, we performed a grid search
to fine-tune the model hyper-parameters over our validation
dataset, and report the evaluation results on the test set. Using
values close to known good parameters estimated from the

2https://github.com/gadiluna/SAFE
3https://github.com/palmtreemodel/PalmTree
4https://github.com/McGill-DMaS/Kam1n0-Community
5Our PalmTree Gemini model achieved a testing AUC of 0.939 using a

dataset made up from 518 binaries from binutils and coreutils.
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Figure 4: A comparison of the normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG@5), the discounted cumulative gain (DCG@5),
and the cumulative gain (CG@5) achieved by XFL between DEXTER, Asm2Vec, SAFE, and PalmTree.
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Figure 5: An information theoretic comparison between Debin, XFL, Nero, and Punstrip with increasing label space sizes. All
metrics were taken @5 and a default order was added where non-ranking tools predicted fewer than five labels.

PfastreXML paper, we optimize the α and γ hyper-parameters
to minimize our nDCG loss (see §II-D). We run experiments
with four label spaces Ln with n ∈ {512, 1024, 2048, 4096}
to see any relative differences in information gain caused by
label space size.

Figure 4 shows the corresponding mean nDCG@5, DCG@5,
and CG@5 for all embeddings. We can see that DEXTER
outperforms Asm2Vec, SAFE, and PalmTree embeddings
across all label space sizes. Among the other three, PalmTree
clearly dominates; in their paper, Li et al. [14] demonstrate
that the semantics-related components are important factors.
Using pre-processing and manual feature engineering DEXTER
includes even more code semantics and thus can outperform
pure representation learning on the binary code domain.

D. Comparing XFL against SotA in Function Naming

We evaluate XFL against the three state-of-the-art function
name prediction tools Debin [7], Nero [50], and Punstrip [8].
We also include a comparison to published results of a cus-
tomized version of Dire [51] taken from the Nero paper [50]
(the Dire authors recommended us not to use their tool
for function name prediction). Nero combines heavy static
analysis to obtain an Augmented Control Flow Graph and
feeds this representation into state-of-the-art neural networks.
In their work, a variant based on a Graph Neural Network
(GNN) performs best, so we compare against this. Debin [7]

and Punstrip [8] both make predictions for function names
based on Conditional Random Fields to compute a maximal
joint probability of function name assignments in a binary. For
Debin and Nero, we compare against both a pretrained model
released by the authors and a custom model trained on our
dataset. For Punstrip, no pretrained model is available.

We first randomly split our dataset obtained in §VII-A into
training, validation, and testing sets with a respective 90:5:5
ratio. For each of the tools, we train a model on binaries in
the training set, tune model hyper-parameters on the validation
set, and show our results against the model’s predictions on
the test dataset. The list of binaries in all three sets are kept
consistent when evaluating all of the tools. We use the same
four label space sizes as before.

We evaluate all tools on two problems, both related to pre-
dicting relevant labels contained in function names. The first
problem (§VII-D1) evaluates the measure of rank, whereby
we produce a ranked list of labels in the label space for each
data point. We assign each correct/relevant label an equal
weight. The second problem (§VII-D2) evaluates each tool
in a multi-label classification setting predicting a variably-
sized set of relevant labels. Note that Debin and Punstrip
are designed to predict whole function names. Therefore, we
use our canonicalization step to project the predicted function
names onto our generated label space. Nero predicts labels
itself, but we report here the results of using Nero on our label
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Table III: Multi-label classification evaluation against state-of-
the-art tools for the Debian and Nero datasets, highest values
in bold. Results marked with † are taken directly from [50]
without us rerunning the experiment.

Debian Dataset Nero Dataset

Tool Prec. Recall F1 Prec. Recall F1

XFL 0.8345 0.5750 0.6809 0.8664 0.4383 0.5821
Nero 0.1600 0.0622 0.0896 0.4861 0.4282 0.4553
Debin 0.1564 0.1081 0.1279 0.3486† 0.3254† 0.3366†

Punstrip 0.6336 0.6350 0.6343 - - -
Dire - - - 0.3802† 0.3333† 0.3552†

spaces. We confirmed experimentally that Nero’s performance
evaluated in this way is in line with the values reported by
their own pipeline.

1) Measure of Rank: We evaluate this experiment using
the information gain metrics nDCG@5, DCG@5, and CG@5 as
depicted in Figure 5. As the size of the label space increases,
every tool evaluated performed worse in terms of nDCG but
better in terms of DCG and CG. With a larger label space, there
are more labels per function to be learned. Accordingly, the
growing CG and DCG show that more information is learned
by the models; still, the normalization against the total number
of labels per data point leads to a lower nDCG.

Our results show that XFL consistently outperforms other
state-of-the-art tools in terms of information gain irrespective
of label space size; this provides evidence for our hypothesis
that predicting labels outperforms predicting whole function
names. Surprisingly, while Nero outperforms Debin on the
Nero dataset for function name prediction (§VII-D2), it per-
forms worse than Debin on the Debian dataset. We investigated
this anomaly to rule out mistakes in our experimental setup,
but we were able to reproduce the published values on
the Nero dataset, and correspondence with the Nero authors
confirmed our results. We believe this to underline the risks of
dataset bias in contemporary approaches to machine learning
on binary code, which we attempt to counter with an increased
dataset size and an embedding-based approach.

Note that the results for XFL do not match those for
DEXTER in §VII-C due to using different dataset splits:
for the embeddings experiment, we randomly split functions
independently into training, validation, and testing, whereas
in the multi-label classification experiment, we ensured that
functions from the same binary are always in the same set.

2) Multi-label Classification: To evaluate XFL’s perfor-
mance in a multi-label classification task on standard metrics,
we modify the experiment used in the measure of rank setup to
include a linear threshold pt to decide if the label is relevant.
This results in a variably sized subset of predicted relevant
labels for each data point. We can then define true positives
as the number of correct labels predicted with a threshold
greater than pt. False positives are defined by labels which
are predicted but not present in the ground truth, and false
negatives are correct labels that are missed by our prediction.

During validation, we set pt to a value that maximizes the F1

score on the validation dataset.
Our results as shown in Table III display the micro-averaged

multi-label precision, recall, and F1 score on both the Debian
and Nero datasets using a label space of size 1024. XFL
outperforms other state-of-the-art tools in precision and F1,
with Punstrip coming closest and winning on recall with the
current pt. By varying the threshold parameter pt, one would
be able to adjust the precision and recall trade off.

We also include an evaluation on the Nero dataset, given
the relative difference in performance of Debin and Nero on
those binaries. While XFL achieves comparable, if slightly
worse results on this smaller dataset, Debin and Nero both
perform significantly better. This shows that XFL is able to
benefit from a larger dataset to achieve more generalized
representations, whereas Debin and Nero both significantly
drop in performance when scaling up. Apart from the dataset
size, another factor may be that in Nero’s test set of 13
binaries, many are from the same source repository and are
all compiled with the same settings. In contrast, our Debian
dataset contains 503 binaries in the test set, which are com-
piled by individual package maintainers where the compiler,
version, and optimization levels are not fixed.

By ordering relevant labels using the language model and
joining them by an underscore or in camel case, we can
synthesize whole function names. Table IV shows complete
examples of such names, including typical errors that can
be introduced through the function name generation process.
These examples show that our unsupervised tokenization pro-
cess was automatically able to deduce the importance of the
labels HID for human input device, lkf for locked file, and mcx
as a term used in the Markov Clustering set of algorithms.

3) Generalization: Although function bodies are never
shared between training and testing sets, many function names
do occur in both. Function names like hash, get_line, or
usage are used frequently by developers, although the corre-
sponding function bodies will be quite different. In practice,
we expect such cases to occur frequently, and predicting such
names correctly would be useful for a reverse engineer.

However, multi-label learning for function name genera-
tion has the advantage of being able to generalize to new
function names that have never been seen before, which is
impossible for multi-class approaches. Therefore, we now
specifically investigate how well all approaches are able to
identify combinations of labels when no function names are
shared between the training and testing sets. To this end, we
repeated our experiments as in §VII-D2, but restricted the test
set to function names not present in training.

Table V shows that performance drops for every tool but
also confirms that XFL is able to predict labels in unseen
names better than other approaches. Note that while Punstrip
and Debin cannot predict unseen function names by design,
applying our tokenization to their predictions still yielded
some correct labels. Common labels recovered correctly as
part of unknown function names include get, set, new, free,
and the OCaml-specific tokens caml and fun.
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Table IV: Example data points of the function name generation process. Ground truth names are first split into known labels
which we aim to predict. The predicted labels are then used to generate a function name according to the language model.
Labels from the canonicalization process that did not make it into the label space are crossed out.

Original Name Ground Truth Tokens Predicted Labels Output Name

grub_crypto_cbc_decrypt {grub, cbc, de, crypt} {de, crypt, grub, crypt, cb, odisk} grub_crypt_odisk_de_cb
make_smooth_colormap {make, color, map, smooth} {make, color, map, random} make_random_color_map
mcxRealloc {realloc, mcx} {realloc, mcx} mcx_realloc
check_audio_range {range, audio, check} {audio, range, check} audio_range_check
HIDSetItemValue {set, item, hid, value} {set, item, hid, value, is} is_item_hid_set_value
mcxTingRelease {release, mcx, ting} {release, mcx} mcx_release
chirp_recursive_put {put, recursive, chirp} {put, recursive, chirp, ticket} ticket_chirp_recursive_put
lkfopendata {lkf, data, open} {lkf, open, switches, data} switches_lkf_open_data
cmdline_parser_init {line, init, cmd, parser} {parser, init, cmd, line, csu} csu_cmd_line_parser_init

Table V: Comparison of the ability to predict completely
unseen function names (Debian).

Tool Prec. Recall F1

XFL 0.4342 0.1739 0.2416
Nero 0.0494 0.0238 0.0321
Debin 0.0453 0.0292 0.0380
Punstrip 0.1170 0.1190 0.1180

VIII. DISCUSSION

We now discuss our results and current limitations of our
approach, and point out directions for future work.

A. Generalization and Dataset Diversity

Our results for multi-label classification show that Nero is
outperformed by Debin on the Debian dataset; a surprising out-
come given that Nero outperforms Debin on the Nero dataset.
We contacted the authors of Nero to investigate further and
they suggested the following possible causes: (i) Nero’s dataset
limited the maximum size of binaries to 1MB. This may
influence the inference of common function names available
in most libc binaries. (ii) The vocabulary size in our dataset is
significantly bigger and as a result Nero predicts empty labels
43% of the time. (iii) Nero’s configuration and implementation
had not been fine-tuned to our dataset. This highlights an
interesting issue. Even when taking care to avoid overfitting
and ensuring proper train-test splits, there are aspects of the
model that are inherently dataset-specific. We can see that even
our own model decreases in performance when testing on the
Nero dataset, which uses different compilers and build settings.

Although our preprocessing and analysis should reduce
the amount of data needed, even the Debian dataset is still
much smaller than the corpuses used for training state-of-the-
art models for natural language processing. We believe that
public, standardized datasets are the way forward, both for
source and binary code-based tasks.

B. Application Domains

Using machine learning for predicting function names in-
herently requires a training dataset whose distribution resem-
bles the target dataset. That is, we cannot hope to predict

function names in Windows binaries with a model trained on
GNU/Linux. As it stands, the model we trained for XFL can
identify labels in binaries compiled for GNU/Linux systems
only, but the target binaries can be closed source. Because of
our multi-label approach, XFL can construct suitable names
from tokens for function names it has never seen in the training
set (see also §VII-D3). This can make XFL useful in practice
today, for reverse engineering closed-source applications or
device drivers, or for forensic analysis of GNU/Linux malware.
However, as no ground truth is available for closed source
software, evaluating this aspect will require a study with
human participants. We believe this to be an interesting avenue
for future work, in line with recent pioneering work into
observational studies on reverse engineers [5, 6].

In principle, a Windows-specific model for XFL could
be trained, too, as long as we can construct a sufficiently
large ground truth dataset. A dataset the size of the Debian
dataset would be challenging to obtain, but not impossible.
For instance, Github contains the source code of over 230,000
C files with a WinMain function defined. Another possibility
are to use public servers with debug symbols for ground truth,
or the HexRays Lumina server, which stores function names
for reversed closed-source binaries. Similarly, our model is
specific to the x86_64 architecture. Because our analysis is
built on the VEX IR used by angr, one could use the same
tool chain for analyzing other instruction set architectures.

Our entire toolchain and setup is currently geared towards
binaries compiled from C, only. Apart from the differences in
distribution that would come with code compiled from other
languages, the different naming conventions, namespaces and
the resulting name mangling would require changes in our
preprocessing infrastructure.

C. Impact of Function Boundaries

Our evaluation assumes that precise function boundaries are
available. At training time, this is a safe assumption as we
require debug symbols regardless. At prediction time, tools
such as Nucleus [49] are highly accuracte but can detect more
or fewer functions than are actually present. XFL will predict
labels for whatever function body it is given, so it would
attempt to predict labels for parts of a function or for the
combination of multiple functions. When used interactively,
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a reverse engineer would have to query XFL again for any
functions they change boundaries for.

D. Concept Drift

Even on the same architecture, the testing data distribution
can change over time as source code and compilers change.
This concept drift is a known phenomenon in many applica-
tion domains. The performance differences between different
datasets suggest that it is present in the problem of function
labeling. It is possible to counteract concept drift through
periodic re-training with labeled data. Recent work by Yang
et al. [52] uses contrastive learning to detect the and explain
concept drift in new data samples. Such an approach may also
be combined with XFL to mitigate the impact of changing test
data over time.

E. Adversarial Settings

In this paper, we rule out an adversarial setting where the
developers actively try to prevent recognition of functions by
automated means. We explicitly assume the code of functions
to be generated by a regular compiler, with only the debug
and symbol information to be removed as is typically done for
release builds. Obfuscation methods like runtime packing or
opaque predicates that prevent successful disassembly would
break our pipeline without explicit countermeasures [53]. Sim-
ilarly, more subtle obfuscation methods would substantially
change the character of functions and thus likely sufficiently
affect the features to increase mispredictions.

Beyond obfuscation, one could consider adversarial attacks
against the multi-label classifier model in XFL [54, 55].
Using code transformations as adversarial perturbations [56],
an attacker could intentionally cause mislabeling of functions
with specific labels. Adversarial robustness is an active area
of research, and most proposed countermeasures have quickly
been shown to be ineffective [57].

IX. RELATED WORK

We now review related work on the problem of binary
function labeling, binary code similarity, and of learning
source-level code representations.

XFL predicts labels for functions and is thus related to simi-
lar projects which produce labels or names for functions. Pun-
strip [8] uses Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) to capture the
dependencies between generated fingerprints of functions and
their callers and callees. Debin [7] attempts to recover function
names and other debug information such as program variables
and their mapping to registers and memory offsets. In Debin,
CRFs represent relationships between code and data and are
used to predict properties of extracted memory cells. Nero [50]
builds an augmented control flow graph which extends a CFG
with call sites, specifically engineered for procedure name
prediction. The representation is fed into GNNs, LSTMs and
Transformer architectures. Dire [51] only supports variable
name prediction; however, the authors of Nero modified the
project to support the prediction of procedure names. Dire
uses an encoder-decoder neural network, taking as input both

tokenized code and the AST from a decompiler and generates
embeddings for each identifier which are used by the decoder
to predict names.

Much recent work on vector embeddings for binary code
focuses on the task of binary code similarity. DeepBinDiff [58]
defines the task as trying to find the best match between similar
basic blocks based upon their control flow dependency. A
different approach is to use the same source policy which
defines two binaries or functions to be similar if they are
compiled from the same source code but for different target
architectures [38], different source code versions [59] or
different compilers and compiler settings [16].

Many approaches borrow from natural language process-
ing. We already discussed SAFE [15], Asm2Vec [16], and
PalmTree [14] in §IV-A. Zuo et. al [60] rely on Word2Vec, but
adapt Neural Machine Translation to handle single instructions
as words and basic blocks as sentences. Sun et al. [61] use
approaches found in bioinformatics such as longest common
sub-sequence algorithms in conjunction with Word2Vec em-
beddings to measure binary semantic similarity.

While XFL uses debug information from the compilation
process as ground truth, our model relies only on information
found in stripped binaries, i.e. without access to the source
code. Nevertheless, we review source code based approaches
to function similarity. Source code function similarity has been
used in program comprehension, function name suggestion,
and source code completion. Models for source code utilize
syntax information from Abstract Syntax Trees [62] [63].
Program representations may be constructed using generative
models [64], graph neural networks [65], graph models en-
riched with sequence encoders [66], or attention-based mod-
els [67]. A convolutional network is used to summarize source
code to tokens [68].

Another related area is code authorship attribution, i.e.,
identifying, verifying, or clustering code authors; we refer to
Kalgutkar et al. [69] for a recent survey.

X. CONCLUSION

We present DEXTER and XFL to solve the function naming
problem, addressing limitations in earlier methods.

DEXTER creates a distributed representation of binary code
that concisely captures the semantics of functions. Our em-
beddings condense millions of features drawn from the whole
binary, the function’s calling context, and the function itself.
We show that it outperforms state-of-the-art binary code em-
beddings when used for predicting labels in function names.
This provides evidence that using static analysis results for
learning embeddings improves performance in comparison to
relying on just learning on raw syntax.

XFL uses DEXTER to perform multi-label classification and
learn an XML model to predict common tokens found in
the names of functions from C binaries in Debian. We show
that our approach outperforms existing approaches to function
name prediction. In particular, XFL is able to predict names
for functions even when no function of that name is contained
in the training set.
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